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Abstract. A numerical algorithm for identifying Modulated Rotating Waves
in spatially extended systems with O(2) symmetry—the symmetry group of rotations and reﬂections on the plane, is presented. The algorithm can be applied
to numerical simulations of Partial Diﬀerential Equations (PDEs) and experimental data obtained in a laboratory. The basic methodology is illustrated
with various cellular patterns obtained from video images of a combustion
experiment carried out on a circular burner. Rotating waves and modulated
rotating waves are successfully identiﬁed in the experiment. The algorithm is
then validated by comparing the analysis of experimental patterns with the
analysis of computational patterns obtained from numerical simulations of a
reaction-diﬀusion PDE model.

1. Introduction. Observations from numerical and physical experiments with
spatial and temporal characteristics frequently reveal a variety of nonstationary
patterns that change in space and time, that is, spatio-temporal patterns [24, 25].
Under the presence of continuous symmetries in the experiments, it is common
to observe patterns in the form of Rotating Waves (RWs) and Modulated Rotating Waves (MRWs). Rotating Waves are periodic solutions that appear stationary
when observed in an appropriate rotating frame [20]. At all times, the shape of
the wave remains constant, though the wave is rotated in space by a given angle.
In contrast, Modulated Rotating Waves periodically change shape as their angular
speed varies nonuniformly and periodically.
In systems with continuous symmetry, MRWs typically arise via symmetrybreaking Hopf bifurcations. Near a Hopf bifurcation, the modulations in space
and time of a MRW might be indistinguishable and we may be erroneously lead
to believe that the observed wave is a RW. Identifying a particular pattern as a
representative of a RW or a MRW may be specially diﬃcult when the only information available is the pattern itself. Experimentalists are usually confronted with
this task. There are, however, algorithms for ﬁnding RWs and MRWs in nonlinear
evolution PDEs. For instance, Barkley [1] developed a numerical method for calculating rotating spiral waves in a two–species model of an excitable medium. Brown
and Kevrekidis [2] employ a Galerkin projection method for computing modulated
traveling waves in the Kuramoto-Sivashinsky equation, which models ﬂame instability. These techniques and many others depend on closed form solutions of the
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model. They can not be readily extended to solve the problem of identiﬁcation in
physical experiments because the equations of motions are rarely known.
In this work, we develop a technique for solving the identiﬁcation problem of RWs
and MRWs in systems with O(2) symmetry—the symmetry group of rotations and
reﬂections on the plane. We demonstrate its use through the analysis of cellular
ﬂame patterns from a laboratory experiment [9, 10, 11]. The algorithm is validated
by comparison with the analysis of similar patterns from numerical simulations of
a PDE model [17]. In both numerical and laboratory experiments, the algorithm
not only eﬀectively identiﬁes RWs and MRWs but it also provides a quantitative
description of how the patterns are modulated in space and time. The ideas and
methodology behind the technique are based on the study of bifurcations from
relative equilibria by Krupa [15], and the study of Hopf bifurcations from rotating
waves by Golubitsky et al. [7].
Following the work of Golubitsky et al., we assume the observations from a
numerical or laboratory experiment are described by a scalar real–valued function
u(x, t) : Ω → R, where x ∈ Ω ⊂ Rn is the domain of the experiment and t is time.
In numerical experiments, for instance, u can be a component of a vector-valued
solution U (x, t) to a nonlinear evolution system of partial diﬀerential equations
dU
= F (U, λ),
dt
where λ is a bifurcation parameter. In a physical experiment, for instance RayleighBénard convection in which a ﬂuid conﬁned between two parallel plates is heated
from below [25], u can be assumed to be a component of a velocity ﬁeld, and Ω =
{(x, y, z) : 0 < z < 1} a region between the two plates. In both types of experiments,
u describes a spatially extended dynamical system. Patterns are then generated by
level set curves of the observable u through
Pu (t) = {x ∈ Ω : u(x, t) ≥ c},
where c is a constant [7]. If U (x, t) describes a RW that rotates rigidly and uniformly
with angular speed ωr , we can write U in the form
U (x, t) = Rωr t U0 (x),

(1)

where Rωr t is a rigid rotation by an angle wr t, and U0 (x) = U (x, 0). Equation (1)
describes a wave pattern whose shape remains constant at all times, though at
time t the wave is rotated in space by an angle ωr t. If Γ is the underlying group of
symmetries of the experiment, then it follows from (1) that RWs are found only in
systems where Γ is at least SO(2)—the continuous group of rotations on a plane.
Upon changes of parameters, rotating waves generically undergo symmetrybreaking Hopf bifurcations to Modulated Rotating Waves (MRWs) [6, 8, 21]. Numerical simulations illustrating this type of bifurcations in cellular ﬂame patterns
are shown in Bayliss et al. [7] and in Palacios [17]. Similar bifurcations in experiments on a circular burner can be found in Gorman [9, 10, 11]. In this latter example, the circular geometry of the burner induces reﬂectional symmetry in addition
to SO(2) symmetry. Thus, the underlying group of symmetries of the experiments
is O(2)—the group of rotations and reﬂections on the plane. Using a center bundle
construction, Golubitsky et al. [7] show that in a neighborhood of a bifurcation
from a RW to a MRW, a MRW can be written as
U (x, t) = Rωr t+δ(t) Q(x, t).

(2)
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where ωr is the frequency of the average drift of the wave, δ(t) is a T -periodic
function that modulates the rotational motion of the wave along the group orbit,
and Q(x, t) is also a T -periodic function that describes the change of shape of the
wave as a function of time. Thus, the temporal evolution of a MRW is characterized
by two essential frequencies: ωr , frequency of average drift, and ωm = 2π/T being
the frequency of modulations about the rotational motion of the wave. In the
absence of modulations, δ(t) = 0, Q(x, t) = U0 (x), and we recover expression (1),
which describes a RW.
The aim of this work is to develop a computational algorithm for identifying MRWs by decomposing observables from numerical or experimental systems
through (2). More details, including illustrative examples, can be found in the following section. This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we explain basic
mathematical ideas. The methodology behind the algorithm is then developed in
Section 3. In Section 4, we illustrate the applicability of the algorithm through the
analysis of cellular ﬂame patterns produced in a combustion experiment. The algorithm is validated by comparison with the analysis of computational ﬂame patterns
obtained through numerical simulations of a reaction-diﬀusion PDE model.
2. Basic Ideas. Let U0 be a rotating wave solution from a numerical or laboratory
experiment with Γ symmetry. In the study of bifurcations from relative equilibria
in systems with Γ symmetry, Krupa [15] shows that in a neighborhood of U0 the
vector ﬁeld F admits the decomposition
F (U ) = FTU0 (U ) + FNU0 (U ),
where FTU0 and FNU0 are tangent and normal vector ﬁelds to group orbits ΓU0 .
Both of these vector ﬁelds are Γ-equivariant. Krupa also showed that in the neighborhood of the rotating wave U0 all solutions can be written as solutions of FNU0
modulated by drifts along the group orbit, that is
U (x, t) = γ(t)Q(x, t),
where γ(t) is a smooth curve of group elements of Γ, and Q is a solution of FNU0 .
Golubitsky et al. [7] show that observables of U admit a similar decomposition
u(x, t) = γ(t)q(x, t),

(3)

where u and q are observables of solutions U and Q, respectively.
Rotating Waves. Assuming that Γ acts on u by
γu(x, t) = (γ −1 x, t),
where γ ∈ Γ, the authors further show that the observable q of a rotating wave is
q(x, t) = u0 (x) for all values of t, where u0 (x) = u(x, t0 ). That is, q is constant
in time. Since the wave rotates uniformly with speed ωr , then γ(t) = ωr t and (3)
takes the form
u(x, t) = Rωr t u0 (x),

(4)

where Rωr t is a rotation by an angle ωr t.
The evolution of a pattern of a RW is then visualized by the level set curves
Pu (t) = Rωr t Pu (0).

(5)

These curves indicate that a pattern Pu (0) rotates uniformly and rigidly along the
group orbit. A computational example, with state variable x ∈ R2 , is depicted
in Figure 1. The example simulates a single–cell ﬂame rotating clockwise over a
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circular burner (see Section 4.1). As prescribed by (1), the shape of the cell remains
constant at all times, though rotated by an angle in space.
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Figure 1. Evolution of a computational rotating wave simulating
a single–cell ﬂame in the combustion of premixed gases. The cell
rotates uniformly and without changing shape.
Modulated Rotating Waves. Similarly, from deﬁnition (2), it can be shown that the
motion along the group orbit of a MRW is of the form γ(t) = ωr t + δ(t), where δ
is a periodic function in time with frequency ωm —the frequency of modulations of
the average drift of the wave. Then (3) takes the form
u(x, t) = Rωr t+δ(t) q(x, t),

(6)

where q is a periodic function in time whose period is the same as that of δ. The
evolution of a pattern of a MRW is then visualized through the level set curves
Pu (t) = Rωr t+δ(t) Pq (t).

(7)

In this case the level set curves describe a pattern, Pq , that rotates with two frequencies while its shape changes periodically. An example from a laboratory experiment, also with state variable x ∈ R2 , is shown in Figure 2. The example is
the experimental version of the single-cell ﬂame of Figure 1.
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Figure 2. Evolution of a single-cell ﬂame from a combustion experiment. The algorithm of Section 3 identiﬁes this pattern as a
MRW with average drift ωr = 22.6726 rad/sec and frequency of
modulations ωm = 23.1938 rad/sec.
Identifying the exact nature of the motion directly from visual observations may
be misleading, specially when a pattern rotates as rapidly as in Figure 2. To
the human eye, this single ﬂame pattern appears to be rotating uniformly and
rigidly. However, application of the algorithm presented in this work reveals two
frequencies: an average drift ωr = 22.6726 rad/sec and a frequency of modulations
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ωm = 23.1938 rad/sec. The pattern is then classiﬁed as a MRW. The motion along
the group orbit is shown in Figure 3. The negative slope is consistent with clockwise
rotations. The presence of fast frequencies conﬁrms the diﬃculties of a direct visual
identiﬁcation.
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Figure 3. Modulated rotations γ(t) = ωr t + δ(t) in the experimental state of Figure 2.
Shape changes in the cellular ﬂame are captured by q(x, t) as is shown in Figure 4.
Observe that such changes are mostly visible near the “tail” of the cell. Note also
that q never rotates, it only oscillates in amplitude.
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Figure 4. Shape changes captured by q(x, t) during the four snapshots of Figure 2.
A visual measure of how far a MRW is from bifurcation from a RW is provided
by the inner and outer patterns of the observable q. Golubitsky et al. [7] deﬁne
these patterns as

P inner =
Pq (t) = {x ∈ Ω : min q(x, t) ≥ c}
t

P outer

=


t

t

Pq (t) = {x ∈ Ω : max q(x, t) ≥ c}.
t

Since a RW rotates without changing shape, it follows that its inner and outer
patterns must be identical and equal to the level set curves of the observable.
At a point of Hopf bifurcation, where the RW bifurcates into a MRW, the inner
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and outer patterns start separating from each other. The separation is gradual
and proportional to the amplitude of the MRW. For instance, Figure 5 illustrates
the inner and outer patterns associated with the single-cell experimental state of
Figure 2. They were computed from the shape variations of Figure 4. These
patterns and the amplitudes of the modulations in δ (see Figure 3), suggest that
the single–cell state is relatively close to its bifurcation from a RW.
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Figure 5. Inner (green) and outer (blue) patterns for the experimental one–cell state (red) of Figure 2.
In the next section, we show how the decomposition (8) is performed. Mainly, we
show how to calculate average drifts, frequency of modulations, and shape changes,
directly from the observable of a numerical or laboratory experiment.
3. Algorithm. We now present an algorithm for identifying MRWs directly from
the observable of an experiment with O(2) symmetry. Let u0 (x) = u(x, t0 ) be an
initial observation at time t0 , where x ∈ Rn , and let Γu0 (x) be a continuous group
orbit through u0 (x). This group orbit is SO(2)u0 (x) when Γ = O(2). Denote by
Tu0 (x) and Nu0 (x) tangent and normal vectors to the group orbit at u0 (x). We
then seek a decomposition of the observable u in the form
u(x, t) = Rωr t+δ(t) q(x, t),

(8)

where ωr is the average drift of the wave, δ is the modulations about the average
drift, and q is the projection of u onto the normal vector Nu0 (x) , see Figure 6.
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Figure 6. Vector ﬁeld decomposition in a neighborhood of a rotating wave u0 (x).
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In physical space, q models the shape changes that occur periodically in MRWs.
If the period of these changes is T , then both δ and q are also T -periodic functions.
In the event that u is a RW instead of a MRW, then we would expect to ﬁnd
q = u0 (x) and δ = 0 for all values of t. We now explain how the decomposition (8)
can be achieved.
Step 1 : Find Period of Modulations.
Compute

u(x, t)dt,
α(t) =

(9)

Ω

where Ω is the domain of the experiment. If α is constant, then the pattern described by u is a wave that rotates uniformly and without changing shape. That
is, q(x, t) = u0 (x) for all t. In this case we can write
u(x, t) = Rωr t u0 (x).
where ωr = 2π/t∗ , and t∗ > 0 such that u(x, t∗ ) − u0 (x) is a minimum.
If u is a MRW, however, we can expect α to be a T –periodic function in time,
where T is the period of the modulations along the group orbit. From the power
spectrum [19] of α, we ﬁrst ﬁnd the frequency of the modulations ωm . The period
T of these modulations is then given by
T =

2π
.
ωm

If the power spectrum contains more than one fundamental frequency then u is not
a MRW and its complexity should be analyzed with another technique [17].
Step 2 : Compute Average Drift ωr .
We use (8) to write the initial condition u0 (x) in the form
u0 (x) = Rδ(0) q(x, 0).
Now let uT = u(x, T ). Since δ and q are T –periodic functions, we have u(x, T ) =
Rωr T +δ(0) q(x, 0). Alternatively, we can write
uT = Rωr T u0 (x).
This last expression suggests how to ﬁnd ωr . Deﬁne
σ ∗ = min u(x, T ) − Rσ u0 (x)
σ

then
σ∗
.
(10)
T
Step 3 : Compute Temporal Modulations δ and Shape Variations q.
We must ﬁrst ﬁnd the tangent direction to the group orbit at u0 (x) by computing


d
Rt u(x)
Ju0 (x) =
.
dt
t=0
ωr =

In experiments where the state variable is two-dimensional, x ∈ R2 and this last
calculation is facilitated by the use of polar coordinates x = (r, θ). In such case,
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we can apply the Chain rule and the fact that Rt u(r, θ) = u(r, θ − t), to obtain the
expression
Ju0 (r, θ) = −

∂u0 (r, θ)
.
∂θ

Regardless of the dimension of the state variable, we take care of the case where
u0 (x) ∈ Ju0 (x) by redeﬁning the tangent direction to be
v0 = Ju0 (x) − (Ju0 (x), u0 (x))u0 (x),
where (Ju0 (x), u0 (x)) denotes any inner product operation. In practice, it is common that observations from laboratory or numerical experiments might be available
only at discrete spatial grid points, so that Ω = (x1 , x2 , . . . , xN ), where xj is the j-th
grid point and u(x, ti ) is the vector ui = [u(x1 , ti ), u(x2 , ti ), . . . , u(xN , ti )]T . In such
cases, we can use the standard vector inner product (ui , uj ) = u(x1 , ti )u(x1 , tj ) +
. . . + u(xN , ti )u(xN , tj ). This type of inner product is employed in Section 4. Tangent and normal vectors (see Figure 6) to the group orbit are then deﬁned as follows
Tu0 (x)

= v0 (x) − u0 (x)

Nu0 (x)

=

(v0 (x))⊥ − u0 (x).

We can now ﬁnd q by projecting u onto Nu0 (x) , but observe from Figure 6 that
this projection is not orthogonal. Instead, group elements γ ∈ SO(2) must be
applied to u until γu ∈ Nu0 (x) . We perform the projection in two steps. First we
subtract the average drift ωr from (8) by computing
s(x, t) = R−ωr t u(x, t).
This last relation indicates that s is equivalent to observing u in a rotating frame
rotating with speed ωr . Thus, if u is a MRW then s must be a periodic solution.
The second step in the projection is to ﬁnd θ∗ ∈ SO(2) so that Rθ∗ s ∈ Nu0 (x) .
Such θ∗ is found when the vectors Rθ∗ s(x, t) − u0 (x) and Tu0 (x) are orthogonal,
that is, through


θ∗ (t) = min Rθ(t) s(x, t) − u0 (x), Tu0 (x)
θ(t)

Applying the group elements Rθ∗ (t) to s yields the shape changes of the wave
q(x, t) = Rθ∗ (t) s(x, t).

(11)

From (8), we can also see that s(x, t) = Rδ(t) q(x, t). It follows that the modulations in the rotational motion of the wave along the group orbit are
δ(t) = −θ∗ (t).

(12)

Step 4 : Numerical Error.
Numerical error can be introduced while carrying out the above steps. Sources of
this error include: insuﬃcient data, not enough spatial grid points, and round-oﬀ
errors. In any case, the error in the approximation is quantiﬁed by


((t) = u(x, t) − Rωr t+δ(t) q(x, t) .
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4. Application to Flame Dynamics. Laboratory experiments on a circular
porous plug burner conﬁrm that premixed gases burn irregularly, causing a ﬂame
front to destabilize and form patterns [5, 9, 11]. At low pressures, the typical
pattern that appears is a stable uniform ﬂow, also called uniform state, with the
shape of a circular luminous disk. To the experimentalist, this luminous disk looks
the same if the burner is rotated by an arbitrary angle, or if the experiment is
observed through a vertical mirror. It is then reasonable to identify O(2), the
group of rotations and reﬂections on the plane, as the group of symmetries of the
experiments.
Upon changes of control parameters, the instabilities dominate the system thus
breaking the O(2) symmetry of the ﬂame front and giving rise to a cellular structure. A spontaneous O(2) symmetry–breaking bifurcation from the uniform state
takes place. The cellular structure that appears can become organized in stationary
and nonstationary patterns in the form of concentric rings. Stationary patterns are
steady states with petal–like structures and posses spatial symmetries. Nonstationary patterns are dynamical states that change continuously in space and time, and
may posses spatio–temporal symmetries. The cells move either individually or collectively within the ring structure. The global dynamics could be as deterministic
as a uniformly rotating wave and as complicated as an aggregation of cells moving
chaotically [10]. Figure 7 illustrates a few representative cases.

Figure 7. Five representative cases of nonstationary cellular
ﬂame patterns.
From left-to-right, the ﬁrst pattern describes a two-cell state rotating counterclockwise; the second pattern, called hopping state [12], is characterized by abrupt
and sequential changes in angular positions of individual cells while the cells rotate around the ring; in the third pattern, two concentric rings rotate in opposite
directions; the fourth pattern, called ratcheting, describes an nonstationary outer
ring that rotates abruptly while the inner ring remains stationary; the last pattern
represents a disordered state [13].
In these experiments, RWs are nonstationary patterns that appear to be stationary when observed in an appropriate rotating frame. The cells rotate rigidly and
their shape remains constant. In the transition to the chaotic regime, RWs typically
undergo a Hopf bifurcation leading to MRWs. The cells now change shape periodically as they rotate, and the patterns that they produce appear to be periodic
solutions when observed in an appropriate rotating frame.
Before we apply the algorithm of Section 3 to some of the experimental states
described above, we ﬁrst develop insight into the properties of the bifurcations and
instabilities in the experiments through the aid of a phenomenological model. The
model is capable of producing cellular patterns with characteristics that resemble
those of the experiment. These computational patterns can be used for validating
the algorithm presented in this work.
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4.1. Computational Patterns. We simulate the formation and evolution of cellular ﬂame patterns in circular domains through the integration of a reaction–diﬀusion
PDE model of the form
∂t u
∂t v

= (B − 1)u + A2 v − ηu3 − ν1 (∇u)2 + κ1 ∇2 u
= −Bu − A2 v − ηv 3 − ν2 (∇v)2 + κ2 ∇2 v,

(13)

where u(x, t) and v(x, t) are two linearly coupled, diﬀusive spatio-temporal ﬁelds
with diﬀusion coeﬃcients κ1 and κ2 , respectively, and x ∈ R2 . The cubic terms
control the growth of the linearly unstable modes, while the nonlinear gradient
terms render the model nonvariational. In previous work [17], several stationary
and nonstationary patterns with similar characteristics to the experimental states
were observed in the model. In this work, we use patterns computed from solutions
of (13) for the purpose of obtaining insight into the type of bifurcations that lead to
experimental states with rotating cells. In order to simulate the circular geometry
of the burner, we integrate (13) in polar coordinates x = (r, θ) over a circular grid
of radius R. An Alternating Direction Implicit Algorithm is used in the numerical
integration procedure [19]. Since qualitatively diﬀerent patterns are observed as
R is varied, the radius of the burner will be treated as a distinguished bifurcation
parameter.
4.1.1. Linear Stability Analysis. A scalar ﬁeld u(r, θ, t) satisfying Dirichlet boundary conditions on a circular domain of radius R can be expanded as

znm (t)Ψnm (r, θ) + c.c.
u(r, θ, t) =
n,m

where Ψnm (r, θ) = Jn (αnm r/R)einθ , (m ≥ 0 and n > 0) and c.c. denotes complex
conjugate [26]. Here Jn (r) is the nth order Bessel function of the ﬁrst kind and αnm
is its mth nontrivial zero. znm are complex time-dependent coeﬃcients, save for z0m
which are real. The orthonormality and completeness of the functions {Ψnm (r, θ):
n ≥ 0, m ≥ 1 } gives
 2π  R
1
znm (t) =
r u(r, θ, t)Ψ̄nm (r, θ) dθdr,
2
πR2 Jn+1
(αnm ) 0
0
with the proviso that the coeﬃcients are half of the value given when n = 0.
Previously, the linear stability of the uniform state (u0 (x), v0 (x)) = (0, 0) was
studied by considering small perturbations w = (wu , wv ) proportional to Fourier–
Bessel functions
w = eλt Ψnm (r, θ).
Under these perturbations, the uniform state (u0 (x), v0 (x)) is stable if λ < 0, and
unstable if λ > 0. The marginal stability curve corresponds to those parameters
where λ = 0 and is calculated as a function of the distinguished parameter R
M
(R) = 1 +
Bnm

αnm
κ1 2
A + κ1
κ2
R

2

+

A2 R
κ2 αnm

2

.

(14)

Beyond this curve, on increasing B, the uniform state destabilizes to Ψnm (r, θ).
For a given value of A, a particular curve Bnm reaches a minimum value of
B0 = 1 +

κ1 2
A + 2A
κ2

κ1
κ2
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1/4

at a radius R = αnm κA1 κ22
. The results presented in this paper are evaluated
with ﬁxed values of κ1 = 0.2, κ2 = 2.0, η = 2.0, ν1 = 0.5, ν2 = 1.0, and A = 5.0. B
and R are used as control parameters.
4.1.2. Numerical Examples. Integration of the phenomenological model (13) is carried out in a hybrid computing cluster of DS10 Compaq workstations, and in a
8-node Alpha (21164)-based Beowulf cluster. Without loss of generality, we choose
to focus the integration in a region where the evolution of a single cell can be traced.
Such region can be found in a neighborhood of the marginal stability curves B11
and B21 as is shown in Figure 8. In this neighborhood, Fourier–Bessel modes Ψ11
and Ψ21 compete for stability. In physical space, these modes are patterns with
one and two cells, respectively.

Figure 8. Marginal stability curves.
To the left of the shaded region in Figure 8, a stationary pattern with one cell is
observed. Crossing the shaded region (on moving right) a symmetry–breaking Hopf
bifurcation is encountered. The cell then loses stability, its reﬂectional symmetry
is broken, and the cell starts to rotate clockwise, see Figure 1. From (9), we ﬁnd α
to be constant and then classify the single-cell state as a RW. Continuing moving
right, the RW undergoes another Hopf bifurcation and as result, the shape of the
cell starts changing periodically, see Figure 9.
The algorithm of Section 3 was coded in C and implemented in a Sun Ultra 60
workstation with two processors. Application of the coded algorithm reveals that
α(t), see equation (9), is a T-periodic function in time. Since T is the period of
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Figure 9. Evolution of a computational modulated rotating wave.
the modulations about the rotational motion of the cell, it then follows that the
computational pattern of Figure 9 might indeed be a MRW. The power spectrum
of α then yields ωm = 0.039062 rad/sec. This is the frequency at which the
cell changes its shape while it rotates. Further calculations through (10) yield an
average drift ωr = 0.06849 rad/sec, which is consistent with the slow rotational
motion that is visually calculated in the computer animations. The motion along
the group orbit is shown in Figure 10. The negative slope of γ indicates clockwise
rotations. Finally, the pattern is classiﬁed as a MRW.
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Figure 10. Modulated rotations γ(t) = ωr t + δ(t) in the computational state of Figure 9.
A visual indication of how far the MRW is from bifurcation is provided by the
inner and outer patterns. These patterns measure minimum and maximum shape
changes throughout the evolution of an observable. They are computed from q
based on (8). Although the inner and outer patterns are stationary, we can apply
the group orbit to them and verify that γ(t)P inner ⊂ Pu (t) ⊂ γ(t)P outer . A
complete animation reveals that Pu (t) makes contact, at least at one time, with
every point of P inner and P outer . Figure 11 shows a few snapshots of an animation
coinciding with those of Figure 9.
4.2. Experimental Patterns. We now use the insight obtained in the analysis
of computational patterns to study the experimental patterns described earlier in
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Figure 11. Inner (green) and outer (blue) patterns for the computational modulated rotating wave (red) of Figure 9.
this section. We concentrate the analysis to states with rotating cells. These states
are typically found in isobutane-air ﬂames. In order to capture the spatio-temporal
characteristics of the ﬂame, the evolution of the ﬂame front is recorded with a DageMTI CCD camera. The video images capture the emitted chemiluminescence from
the ﬂame front and provide a two-dimensional measurement proportional to the
temperature at various points on the burner. Such measurements are commonly
used in ﬂame models [3, 22, 23].
4.2.1. Single–Ring Rotating States. Figure 12 shows four snapshots of an experimental state in which a single-ring of two cells rotates counter-clockwise. A total
of forty snapshots, extracted at the rate of 30/frames per second, were digitized for
this case.
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Figure 12. Snapshots of a single-ring experimental state describing a RW with two cells.
We ﬁnd α to be almost constant. Thus suggesting that the motion along the
group orbit is almost linear. To compute the average drift it then suﬃces to set
T > 0, so that u(x, T ) can be any of the snapshots except the one used for u(x, 0).
As described in Step 2, we then rotate u(x, T ) until the norm diﬀerence with respect
to u(x, 0) is minimum. This yields the almost linear group motion with average
drift ωr = 16.5087 rad/sec as is shown in Figure 13. The positive slope of γ
indicates counter-clockwise rotations, and the actual value of ωr is consistent with
visual measurements of the angular velocity. It is then reasonable to classify this
pattern as a RW. Similar calculations were performed to classify the experimental
pattern shown in Figure 2.
4.2.2. Multiple–Ring Rotating States. At a pressure of 1/2 atm, most of the observed experimental states have two concentric rings of cells. Nonstationary states
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Figure 13. Uniform rotations γ(t) = ωr t in the experimental
state of Figure 12.
with rotating cells appear in various conﬁgurations. We consider ﬁrst a state with
two concentric rings of six and two cells, see Figure 14.
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Figure 14. Snapshots from a counter-rotating rings state in the
combustion experiment.
The outer ring rotates clockwise at a speed of about 3600 /sec, while the inner
ring rotates counter-clockwise at almost twice the speed of the outer ring. In
previous work [18], we determined that the dynamics of the rings uncouples. Thus
the rings can be treated separately and we choose to analyze the inner ring. After
completing Step 1-3 of the algorithm, we ﬁnd δ(t) to be a well-deﬁned periodic
function. Using this δ function we ﬁnd the frequency ωm = 28.3478 rad/sec, which
quantiﬁes how often the cells in the inner ring change shape. Adding ωr t to δ(t)
then reveals the nature of the periodic modulations along the group orbit. These
modulations can be clearly seen in Figure 15. The positive slope of γ indicates that
the inner ring rotates counter-clockwise with angular speed ωr = 14.8383rad/sec,
approximately. It is then reasonable to classify the inner ring as an example of a
MRW.
Shape changes in this MRW are diﬃcult to visualize due to the small size of the
cells in the inner ring. Such changes, although small in amplitude, are captured by
q as is shown in Figure 16.
Substituting q and γ(t) in (8), we can then reconstruct the evolution of the inner
ring, see Figure 17. The modulations in this ring are visible during a complete
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Figure 15. Modulated rotations γ(t) = ωr t + δ(t) for the experimental state of Figure 14.
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Figure 16. Shape changes in the inner ring of Figure 14.
animation of the reconstructed data. A similar decomposition of the outer ring was
performed as well. Interestingly, the results (not shown to avoid repetitiveness)
reveal that the outer ring, however, rotates uniformly and rigidly as a RW. Thus
this multiple ring state is an example where a RW coexists with a MRW.
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Figure 17. Reconstruction of the motion of the inner ring of Figure 14 using (8).
Ratcheting State. More complicated behavior in multiple ring states is observed in
the so called ratcheting states[14]. The dynamics of these states is characterized by
a slow (approximately 10 /sec) drifting of symmetric rings punctuated by periods
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of abrupt, faster angular displacement. In this section, we unravel the dynamics
of a particular ratcheting state labeled rat12w5. This state describes an outer ring
with 12 cells that ratchets around a stationary inner ring with 5 cells. Figure 18
shows four snapshots of the motion taken at equal length intervals.
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Figure 18. A ratcheting experimental state: the outer ring slowly
drifts counter-clockwise with punctuated periods of abrupt, faster
angular displacements. The inner rings remains stationary with
distinctive D5 spatial symmetry (symmetry of a pentagon).
Since the motion of the ratcheting ring is slow, a large number of video frames
was digitized, 500 exactly. The capturing rate was reduced from 30 (previous examples) to 4 f rames/sec. The decomposition reveals, see Figure 19, time intervals of
strong modulations followed by intervals where the outer ring becomes almost stationary. The existence of these intervals reﬂect the abrupt changes in angular speed
described above. Speciﬁcally, two angular frequencies were calculated: an average
drift ωr = 0.0139 rad/sec and a frequency of modulations ωm = 1.7187 rad/sec.
These results are consistent with the visual measurements reported in [14]. We
then classify the ratcheting state rat12w5 as another example of a MRW.
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Figure 19. Modulations in the motion of the experimental ratcheting state of Figure 18.
The regions where the outer ring changes speed can be enhanced by increasing
the digitization rate. Such adjustment is limited by the digitization equipment and
by the amount of memory that is required to store the large number of video frames
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that would follow. As an alternative approach, we choose to focus the attention to
smaller time intervals while keeping the capturing rate constant. For instance, we
consider the ﬁrst 100 frames of Figure 19. A similar decomposition is performed
and the motion along the group orbit is now illustrated in Figure 20. This second
decomposition provides a better resolution of the complexity of ratcheting motion.
Speciﬁcally, the decomposition shows that the modulations of the ratcheting ring
form a well-deﬁned staircase shape. In this staircase, we can see that the outer ring
slows down, approximately, on intervals of equal length: [50 : 150] and [250 : 350].
The accelerations that follow the slow motion of the ring also occur during intervals
of similar length: [150 : 250].
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Figure 20. Enhancement of modulations in the ratcheting state
of Figure 18.
Shape changes are again diﬃcult to visualize due to the small size of the cells.
Only the nonuniform distribution in the intensity of the ﬂame across the cells is
visible in q, see Figure 21. This nonuniformity may be due to experimental noise
in the burner or in the digitization equipment.
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Figure 21. Shape changes in the ratcheting state of Figure 14.
We now use the motion along the group orbit described by Figure 19 to reconstruct the original pattern. The result is shown in Figure 22. An animation of the
reconstructed dynamics gives the visual perception of ratcheting in the outer ring.
The outer ring is observed to slow down and accelerate periodically as is seen in
the experiments.
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Figure 22. Reconstruction of the motion of the ratcheting state
of Figure 18 using (8).
5. Discussion. I have identiﬁed RWs and MRWs in four experimental ﬂame states:
(1) a single cell state (MRW), (2) a two-cell state (RW), (3) two counter-rotating
rings (RW and MRW), and (4) ratcheting state (MRW). One distinctive and common feature in all these patterns is the lack of reﬂectional symmetry in the cells.
This spatial feature can be explained as follows. If a cellular state has certain
symmetries at one instant of time, then it must have the same symmetries at all
times. Consequently, any cellular state with reﬂectional symmetry must have the
same symmetry at all times and it therefore cannot rotate. Hopping states were
also studied and their analysis revealed, in contrast to MRWs, the absence of an
average drift. In related work [16], we then showed that hopping states arise from
the interaction of two RWs as opposed to the Hopf bifurcation from a RW that
leads to MRWs. It is my hope that this work can be extended to study other
pattern-forming systems with various symmetry properties.
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